hlany attempts have Ileen made to obtaiii analytical solutions of thc thermalization problem for various scattering models. Csually this is done for infinit,e, homogeneous media neglecting all effects of heterogeneity or finiteness of the systein under considerat,ion. A first step in the determination of stationary neutron spectra in heterogencous assemblies has been made by Hiifele ( I ) , who has senlianalytically solved the probleni for one-dimensional slab reactors with weak absorption in the heavy gas scattering model. The same geometry has been treated by an iniproved multigroup iteration procedure by A/leetz, Ott, and Sanatani using the ~~7igner-~~'ilkins scattering operator (2) . The conipletely nuinerical work of Honeck and Kaplan (3) will be discussed briefly a t the end of this Paper.
The aim of the present ~vork was to find the analytical solution of the problem for heterogeneous reactors mith infinitelg long, cylindrical fuel elements arranged in a regular Square lattice. Although the niethod derived b e l o~~ can be extended to a far more general character, we shall perform the calculation in the diffusion approximation, as far as the spatial cules of the moderator. Furthern~orc all iieutroii absorptions shall follo~v a I, 11-law.
The special difficulty one faces iii a treatiiicnt of the energy dependence of thc neiitron fliis is that in neiitron therinalization a slo~ving doll-ii and aii equilibration process are superposed, as has beeil stated by Häfele (1) . At high encrgies the slowing down process is predoininant; at Ion-eriergies, howe17er, the equilibration process prevails. The niethod described belol~ treats these t~v o pheiioiiiena separately by the appropriate niatheiiiatiral niethods and joins theni continuouslg.
First \ve shall calculate the neutro~i spectrum in a homogeneous, infinite, absorbing medium in order to explain the idea of our method. Theii Ive shall apply the method to heterogeneous reactor structures as considered by Meetz (4) . The spatial dependence of the neutron flus is treated by means of hleetz's method. The ileiitron spectra thus obtained are used for calciilnting the thermal iitilizatioii and the 7-factor.
In a two-dimensional problem the statioiiary neutron flux C#I (X, Y, E') obeys the follo~viiig equation, if no sources are present: dependence of the neutmn flux is coneerned, and
use the heavy gas differential operator in order to describe the scattering of the neutrons by the mole-
X and y are space variables and E represents the with the abbreviation neutron energy. If we introduce a dimensionless encrgy variable S,(r = 1 )
.
E e = -
The conditions to be imposed on the solution of k T ' Eq. ( 8 ) are that the slo~ving-down density shoulii T is the temperature of the moderater, arid ranish a t t = 0 and the flus should be positive for describe the scattering by the heavy gas rnodel, lve positive energies. These conditions are satisfied if can xvrite :
+ ( E ) " 0 for t 3 0 (10) = s+(2, y, e ) .
p is the ratio of the neutron mass to the mass of the molecule of t,he moderator. 8; is the macroscopic loiv energv scattering cross sectioii of the moderator.
Thus ~v e obtain the following equation determining t,he neutron flus:
In the reactor model described belo~v d: is spatially independent. The diffusion constant D is regarded as eriergy independent in this work. We shall use the eigenfunctions of the heavy gas operator 6: :
These are the Laguerre functions of the first kind:
xvit,h (sec ( 5 ) , where they are defined ~vith an additional factor d p + 1 ; our normalization is more convenient for the purposes of this paper) :
Furthermore, THE IXFISITE, HOhIOGESEOUS bIEDILTM
The neutron flus in a homogeneous, infinite, source-free medium is independent of the space variables. Thus, under the above ment'ioned assumptiori of a 1 /U-absorption larv, we have to solve the folloiving second order differential equation: The solution of Eq. (8) required here is a linear combination of the tmo particular solutions 4"' and c$'~', both being singular a t t = 0 :
(15) 4 ( t ) is regular at t = 0, but it does not belong to the space of the eigenfunctions of the heavy gas operator because of the contribution +"' ( e ) in (15) , as can be seen from (5) \T7e shall take into consideration oiily po + 1 modes in the espansioris (23) (18); the coefficients ap are determined from (27).
The method of the determinatiori of the neut,ron spectrum in an infinite, homogeneoiis medium as described in this sectiori has been applied to the example pt = 0.25. \T'c have chosen t o = 16, N = 10, and p" = 5 . Figure 1 shows the result of the calculation completely agreeing with the solution obtained numerically by Hur~vitz, Selkin, and Habet,ler ( 6 ) .
The figure shotvs E+(€) in its dependence on di.
Furthermore, t$l0(t) has also been dra~vn. One recognizes that this function, representing the main part of the soliition at high energies, cssentially
. S e u t r o n spectriini in a n infinite, homogeneoiis, soiirce-free medium. The lower ciirve represents 4 I n ( e ) , giviiig essential15 the contribution of the neutrons slowed down from higher energies. The differente e @ ( e ) -c $ '~( E ) describes t h e contribution of t he neirt rons nearly in thermal equilit>riiini L\-it h the nioderator. gives the contribution to the total flu of those neutrons which are slowed down from higher energies by collisions with the molecules of the moderator. On the other hand, the function z :~o a , w , ( e ) describes the contribution of those neutrons which are nearly in thermal equilibrium with the moder:ttor. By continuing the functtion qN ( E ) steadily to the origin of the energy scale according to Eq. ( H ) , we were able to compose these two functions, representing physically completely different contributions to the neutron flux, continuously to the entire solution of Eq. (8).
T H E TWO-DIhIENSIOKAL ROD REACTOIt It is now our task to combirie the method of treating the energy dependence of the neutron Aus, as developed in the last section, with ilIeetz7s theory describing the spatial behavior of the neutron flus. We shall use here the notation of Häfele (1) .
hieetz considers a reactor of the following type: the reactor is infinitely long in the z-direction and has a square cross section. There are NO' = (2n + 1)' cylindrical fuel elements of radius a, likewise infinitely long in the direction of the reactor asis which form a regular scluare lattice with the lattice parameter d. The side length of the reactor cross section is 2L = No d. Figure 2 shoms the arrangement of the fuel elements in the reactor.
The space between the fuel slugs is filled ~v i t h noriabsorbing moderator. The absorption effect of the fuel elements is described in its spatial dependence by Dirac 6-functioris, i.e., the fuel rods are considered as linear sinks for the neutrons. This has as a consequence that the neutron flus has logarithmic singularities st the lattice points of the reactor thus idealized. Therefore it may not be identified mith the real physical flux inside the fuel elements but only in the moderittor 2nd a t the boundsry of the fuel slugs. The neutron absorption rate in a fuel element has to be determined from the mean value 4 R (~) of our solution over the bouridary of the rod and an appropriately chosen effective absorption cross section 2:". I t has to be determined in such a way that the absorption rate calculated from it agrees with that obtained using the real neutron flux 4, in the fuel and the real absorption cross section Za". Thus the equation determining 2;" is:
The effort to be applied iri the determination of deperids ou the accuracy required in the calculation. For a first estimate v7e may use an energy independent diffusiori approximation inside the fuel elements. The determination of the effective cross section is a point to be improved later On.
The energy of the fission neutrons is assumcd as infinite. Thus the reactor is source-free. As we shall see below this assumption, together with the postulate of positivity of the neutron flux, has as a consequence a simple cos ( a~) cos (aoy) -behavior of the flus in the limit of an infinite neiitron energy. This does not describe the real physical situation in a reactor. Häfele (1) has treated the heterogeneous slo~ving do~vn problem assuming the energy of the fission neutrons as finite at t, z 10" At an intermediate energy L N 106 the neutrons then shonthe above mentioned simple spatial distribution. This energy being estremely high in comparisoii ~l-ith the thermal energies L N 1 of interest here, we may assume it to be infinite, thus justifying our assumption of infinite fission energy coincidentally.
lITith the abbreviations and we obtain from (3) the equation determining the neutron flux in our reactor model:
The boundary conditions to be imposed on the solution of Ey. (32) are ( I ) energetically: regularity of the flux a t E = 0, i.e.,
and ( The superscript Ro means that the mean value orer the boundary of the central rod is to bc taken. The boundary conditions for the solution of Eqs.
(37) nre: Here nre have introduced 
The set of differente functioris is then detcrmined as the soIution of a n inhomogeiieous system of differential equat,ions obeying appropriate boundary conditions. As in the homogeneous medium the source functions SArur.Nus ( C ) of these ecluations may be neglected for t 2 t o . S",,", (C), ( P = 0, I, 2, . . . , po)
The coefficients a",,",,, are theii obtairied from (52). Thus the solutiori of (33) is folind in the form:
All the coefficients of the above Fourier series can be written as linear combinations of terms of the form 6,0.6,0 and
In order to obtairi 6"' ( E ) the mean value of the flus over the boundary of thc fuel elcment is replaced by the mean aralue of the flus a t the four intersections of the axes with the boundary of the slug Thus series of thc type have to be summed. As has Ir)eeii shon-ii by lI<*etz one summation caii be carried out esactly by mearis of thr calciilus of residues. The remaining single series converges rather rapidly iiiside the nioderator, but its coiir7ergence is very poor a t the boiindary of the fiiel rods because of the logurithmic singularities of the flus a t the latticc poi~itc of the reactor. But the coiivergence of thtxse Fourier series caii bc improved by usual methods stich that all doiible series occurring in our theory caii bc determiried with high accuracy.'
The theory dcrived in the last sectioil hac bren upplied to tn-elve types of reactora i i~ thc liniit AT0 = 5 (7) . I3esides thc rieutron spectra themsclves, the values of the .tl-factor arid thc tliermal utilizatioii have bcen calculat.ed. In dcterminiiig the lattrr quantity a 1111-absorptioii Ialv in thc niodcrator has been assumed. The meaii values of thc absorptioii and fission Cross sections of tlie fuel elerneiits were takeri in the energy interval 0 S E 5 16; in the moderator the spatial average of the absorption cross section has been calculated, too, by means of the spectrum determined neglecting the neutron absorption in the moderator.
The parameters of the twelve reactors considered here are given in Table I The values p = 0.7115, p = 18.4 gm/cm3 correspond to those of natural uranium; p = 3 and p = 10 gm/cm3 are the data of uranium oxide enriched up to 2 % The macroscopic absorption cross sectiori of natural uranium at the moderator t,emperature of 40°C was assumed to be ZaU(e = I) = 0.3467 cm-'. At a fuel enrichment of 2 % ~v e harre Sau (6 = 1) = 0.7541 cm-'formetallic uranium a t 40°C and Sau ( c = I ) = 0.3034 cm-' for enriched uranium oxide a t 300°C. As the absorption cross section in heavy water has been used &"(E = 1) = 7.736 X 10-~cm-' a t 40°C and in graphite a t 300°C ZShr(t = 1) = 2.58 X 10-\m-'.
Finally the SachsTeller mass has been used for heavy water. ,M0Io is a i\lax\veIIian distribution fitted to the moderator spectrum a t low energies. +RO (C) gives the spectrum a t the boundary of the fuel slugs. For comparison a Alas~vellian distribution ilIolro has been fitted to the spectrum in the moderator a t low energies. In the low energy range all the spectra have AIax\vellian character, the msximum being usually displaced from E = 1. One recognizes clearlyl the change from the hlax~vellian part of the spectrum to the characteristic l/t slowing-den--ri spectrum. Diminution of the lattice parameter d results in a simultaneous, almost equal, increase of the neutron temperature in fuel and moderator. The neutron temperature is here defined as the temperature of a &Ias~~~ellian distribution fitted to the given spectrum in its maximum. An increase in the absorption cross section of the fuel with unchanged geometry, on the contrary, has as a consequence a displacement of the maximum of the spectrum in the fuel but almost none in the moderator. Figures 3-10 show that the spectra in fuel and moderator are far from being identical in the epithermal region. In an infinite reactor (No = = ) they tend to meet asymptoticallg, of Course. But this becomes true only a t very high energies. Honeck and Kaplan (3) made the assumption that the spectra in moderator and fuel are identical above C = 9 in the numerical treatment of the problem in the Wigner-Seitz cell. This assumption was necessary because of the limited machine capacity. I t seems to us to become dubious a t least for strong absorpt,ion.
FIG. 5.
Neutron spectrum in reactor IV, i.e., in an enriclied, DzO-moderated, heterogeneous reactor. Tkie displacement of tlie maximum of tlie spectruin against E = 1 is obvious.
FIG. 6.
Neutron spectrum in reactor VI. Tlie neutron temperature nearly coincides \T-ith thc moderator temperature. According to the experience of the author a small inaccuracy in the calculation of the high energy part of the spectrum results in serious deviations from the rigorous solution in the thermal energy range.
This difficiilty and a possible way of ooercoming it has been discussed in the second and third sections of this paper for the homogeneous and heterogene011s case. Table I1 gives the values of the thermal utilization f calculated for our tlvelve reactors I-XII. For comparison these quantities have been determined in a one-group diffusion calculation for the corresponding M7igner-Seitz cell. There can be no pretension of great accuracy in these values, of course. Rut a t present the main aim of f-factor calculations tends to a refinement of transport-theoretical corrections, i.e., to an improvement of the treatment of the spatial dependence of the rieutron density, whilst its eriergetic behavior is neglected. At most the absorption cross sections are averaged over a i\Iax~vellian distribution the temperature of which, however, is dubious. Xaturally, this procedure loses its meaning as soon as the error caused by neglecting the correct, space-dependent behavior of the neutron spectrum is larger than that of the monoenergetic transporttheoretical determination of the f-factor. An estimate of the improvement in accuracy to be expected from a rigorous consideration of the energy dependence of the neutron density can be obtained from a comparison of the f-factor values in Table 11 . The difference betmeen these quantities determined by our method and thr one groiip approximation, respec- tively, is negligibly small for D20-moderated reactors with natural uranium fuel elements (this is true only for a l/v-absorption law). But this is not the case in reactors with enriched fuel elements, especially in graphite-moderated reactors. In any case the accuracy of the monoenergetic, transport-theoretical calculation can be improved essentially if the absorption cross sections used are averaged over the neutron spectra determined in the diffusion approximation.
I n Table I1 the values of the V-factor determined by means of the neutron spectra sho~vn in Figs. 3-10 and those calculated from Alax~vellian distributions a t moderator temperature and the temperature TnU of the neutrons a t the boundary of the fuel rods are also given for comparison. Finally; the rnean values of the fission and absorption cross section of u~~~ and of the absorption cross section of are given as obtained from the three types of spectra just specified. As expected the mean values of these cross sections obtained from hIax\\~ellian distributions are too large because these functions decrease so rapidly that the epithermal cross section values have no influence on the mean value. Consequently, the q-factors determined with hIaxwellian distributions are too large.
Ar1 analytical method has been derived by which the energy dependent neutron flux in heterogeneous reactors of regular geometry can be determined. Of course, the theory can be applied to Iliigner-Seitz cells, too. The calculation has been carried out in the diffusion approximation; nevertheless it can be extended to a P,-approsimation of arbitrarily high order, as has been shown in the one-dimensional case in the example of the PI-approximation (7). As a first improvement of the diffusion calculation the diffusion constant D ~vill be taken to be energy dependent. The heavy gas model has been used to describe the scattering lan-, but integral operat,ors can be treated priricipallg in the same n'ay. Fiirthermore, a 1,lv-absorption law has been nssumed. This, t,oo, is not a necessary condition t'o the npplicabiliti; of the theory. The author is working on an estensiori of the method in this direction a t the momeiit. The inclusion of resoilances like the I'u'~' resoriance a t 0.3 eV will be described in a later paper. Another important step improving tlie calculntion described above should tend to a more accurate de-
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